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T
he meal starts on a dramatic note with a
glass of his signature cocktail mango 
mania coming to the table enveloped in a
cloud of mist. Thailand’s lovely Mahacha-
nok mangoes are the star of the drink.
Hot mango juice is poured over a mixture

of freshly pureed mango and diced mango interspersed
with a liquid nitrogen rum snow to release another
cloud of vapour at the table. And it’s not all show, 
the cocktail is divine with, or without, the rum.

It’s taken a little over two years for an Indian
restaurant hidden in a bylane of a posh Bangkok
neighbourhood to achieve worldwide recognition. 
Earlier this year, Gaggan Anand’s eponymous 
restaurant, Gaggan, was voted number 66 on the 
list of The World’s Best Restaurants and was the only
Indian restaurant worldwide to make the list. It was
also voted No 10 on the list of Asia’s Top 50 restau-
rants. Gaggan is being celebrated not because it’s 
the world’s only molecular gastronomy-based Indian
restaurant but because it’s a great-looking restaurant
that serves great food.

The success of the restaurant has reaffirmed
Anand’s belief that he is moving in the right direction
with Indian food. “Every dish on the menu is a result
of scientific cooking,” says Anand. He believes that
molecular gastronomy can contribute tremendously
to the future of fine-dining Indian restaurants since 
it helps to discard techniques and processes that 
don’t work while retaining only those that do.

While the rest of the world has just cottoned on to
Gaggan, the restaurant’s reputation was already well
established with prominent Indians like Nita Ambani,
PRS Oberoi, Rishi Kapoor and Azim Premji.

No wonder then that the two tables in the chef’s
dining room which look directly onto the glass-
fronted display kitchen are sold out a month in 
advance and most nights it’s difficult to get a table
without a reservation. At dinner there earlier this
month, we got to chatting with a couple at the 
next table. It turned out they were Finnish and 
were returning home from a vacation at Phuket. 
They had stayed back in Bangkok just so that they
could eat at Gaggan. Both the chef’s tables had been
booked by a prominent Mumbai-based hotelier. 

First-timers are usually advised to try the 7, 9 or
10-course tasting menus which are a good introduc-

tion to Anand’s modernist approach to Indian cooking.
Gaggan’s food not only epitomises the philosophy 
of molecular gastronomy that he studied at El Bulli,
Ferran Adria’s mecca of modernist cooking, but 
imbibes its witty playfulness. A plate of amuse-bouches
consists of a bite-sized tomato burger where a sliver 
of galouti is sandwiched between a false meringue 
of tomato water; chanachur of mixed nuts, moong 
and dried fruits in a pouch-sized edible plastic bag 
and a non-fried samosa using an air-dried puri-like
crisp topped with a samosa-inspired potato mousse,
fennel leaves and raisins.

While many dishes are purposely aimed to provoke

the diner into challenging preconceived notions 
of what Indian food looks and tastes like, some 
dishes undergo a more fundamental but less visibly
obvious transformation. His version of chicken 
tikka masala, for instance, looks no different 
from that served by any other Indian restaurant, 
but when you taste it you immediately notice the 
difference. The gravy is cottony-smooth and has the
most intense flavour of tomato. “Modernist cooking 
is about deconstructing and reconstructing,” explains
Anand who started with the premise that chicken 
tikka masala is essentially a chicken tikka with 
tomato soup, “so the first thing I did was deconstruct
the dish into its two parts: the chicken tikka and the
soup i.e. the masala.

“To make the soup, we first pulverise the tomato
seeds and extract the oil from them, since at El Bulli 
I learnt that seeds contain more flavour than the 
flesh. The seed oil is mixed with a thick tomato pulp
that is cooked with a cream of soy milk, a tiny bit 
of white butter for flavour, honey and kasturi methi
but no garam masala. We also add xanthan gum
which is a special kind of thickener and this works 

at a molecular level to bind the molecules of the 
tomato and soy cream together.”

The gravy is then passed through a special sieve
into a homogeniser (a machine used by commercial
sauce and ketchup manufacturers to ensure a uniform
smooth consistency) and finally, it is put through 
a pressurising machine, and pressurised thrice. 
(A pressurising machine works like a foamer in a 
cappuccino machine; it adds volume to a liquid.)

“I haven’t changed the recipe for the tikka at all;
however, unlike most fine-dining Indian restaurants, 
I don’t allow the tikkas to be made in advance, all 
the tikkas are made a la minute after the order comes
in. So the guest gets a fresh tikka in a masala that 
is more flavourful than a regular tikka masala, and
without its heaviness,” he says.

For the moment he’s put aside plans for opening in
India later this year to concentrate on the restaurant.
He concedes that the international recognition has 
increased the pressure to perform and maintain 
consistently high standards. “You have to perform

every day. It’s become tougher. People become 
more critical. Look at what happened to Fat Duck 
and Noma (referring to the incidents of food 
poisoning which became international news). 
You have to deliver.”

His dream for the restaurant is to reach a stage
where he can offer a tasting menu of 15-20 courses
and that all these dishes are memories guests take
back home. “I have just 50 seats in my restaurant and
my dream is to create 50 memories every night.” � 
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NOVEL APPROACH: At his restaurant, Anand (right)
strives to provoke the diner into challenging the
preconceived notions of what Indian food looks 
and tastes like

From deconstructing the chicken tikka masala to creating 

samosa-inspired potato mousse, Bangkok’s top chef 

Gaggan Anand has made Indian food modern and molecular
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Q uick question: What’s common between a cap, 
a shell, a small ear and a handkerchief? And 
no, I’m not alluding to a fevered dream. Those 

who’ve guessed ‘shapes of pasta’ — take 10 points! 
Interestingly, chefs across the country are now pulling
out all the stops to ensure that diners order pastas that
are more exotic and obscure than the rather ubiquitous
and pedestrian penne pomodoro.

Take for example the tiny ear-like orecchiette, which
is a regional Italian pasta variety from Puglia that
thanks to its concave centre and ridges is the perfect 
receptacle for thick sauces and meat ragouts. While 
it is served in a rustic styled sautéed 
vegetables and herbed sauce at Two One
Two Bar & Grill in Mumbai, Italia in 
New Delhi sends out its orecchiette in a
hearty pecorino-laced sauce with a hint
of chilli. The giant shell-shaped pasta
conchiglie is another great sauce holder.
Café Mangii in Mumbai has conchiglie
on its menu where it is tossed in a 
pepper-cream sauce, Italian sausage,
smoked ham and crispy bacon.

“Demand for more authentic Italian
cuisine is rising in India as Indians are
well-travelled and bring back with them
important gourmet memories,” explains Mickey Bhoite,
Chef de Cuisine, Le Cirque at The Leela Palace, 
New Delhi, on the rise of the artisanal pasta. “In Italy,
almost every type of pasta has its own sauce and it 
is blasphemous to get them mixed up.” 

Le Cirque, for its part has the short, thin, twisted

pasta from Genoa called trofie that is served with 
a seafood marinara sauce with prawns, calamari, 
vongole and mussels. One more such sauce-specific
pasta is the pesto ‘platefellow’ — fazzoletti. The dried
square handkerchief-like pasta — not dissimilar to

rectangular lasagna sheets — occupies primo position
on the menu of Casa Toscana in Kolkata’s Southern
Avenue where it is served with a pesto Genovese 
sauce with basil, pine nuts and a liberal splash of 
garlic-infused olive oil.

These days, fresh pastas with fillings too seem to
be veering away from good old ravioli. Cappellacci 
di prete or ‘cap’-shaped pasta is stuffed with minced
chicken, basil, black pepper and tossed in luridly red
coloured cranberry sauce at Mumbai’s Otto Infinito.
But the number one challenge according to Chef Azad
Taslim Arif Executive Chef of Otto Infinito is the short
shelf life of the relatively temperamental cappellacci
di prete. “Keeping this type of pasta pliable and fresh
given that it is stuffed and can easily lose its flavours
while poaching is a great challenge,” he says. Another
stuffed pasta with artisanal underpinnings is the 
mezzaluna, that is, as its name suggests, a half-moon
shaped pasta that may have fillings like meat, spinach
or herbs. The mezzaluna del fattore at Italia In Cucina

in Kolkata is a cheese-mushroom-olive stuffed 
mezzaluna in a cream based sauce.

It was while sitting at a tiny café tucked away off the
Fontana de Trevi in Rome that Chef Manu Chandra, 
executive chef and partner Olive Beach, Bangalore 
had a ‘eureka’ pasta moment. “The pici with duck that 
I ate there made me wonder why such things were not
made in India where pasta was such a rage,” he says. 
So, he introduced pici to his diners, which is a fat 
hand-rolled pasta (like a spaghetti strand on steroids!)
that comes from the town of Siena in Tuscany. His 
version is served with sage and parmesan-flavoured
chicken meatballs. The Sicilian cavatelli that resembles
small hot-dog buns too finds a place on Olive, Banga-
lore’s prix fixe lunch menu, enrobed in a saffron sauce
along with crumbled pork sausages, spinach and basil.

While not relying on the erratic supply of such 
artisanal, previously-imported pastas, most chefs insist
on making their own pastas from scratch, all done in
house. “The machine that I use to make my cavatelli 
is so cute that I dub it the R2D2 of my kitchen. For the
other pastas, I use an Imperia 220 to roll out and then
cut through the sheets of pasta,” says Chandra, who 
also does the very uncommon (even in Italy!) pasta alla
chitarra or ‘guitar’ pasta that comes from the Abruzzo
region in central Italy. It gets its moniker from the 
fact that it is cut into ribbons by a set of wire strings
that resemble guitar strings.      

But flavoured pastas are in demand too. The squid
ink flavoured pasta nere or black pasta served with 
calamari, garlic and chilli peppers is one of the highest
selling pasta dishes at Tonino in New Delhi’s Mehrauli
enclave. Another classic flavoured pasta combinations 
is paglia e fieno. This literally means ‘straw and hay’ 
and is a duet of straw yellow fettuccine-like pasta —
made from flour and fresh egg yolks — and brilliant
green pasta made by adding blended spinach to the pas-
ta dough. While Tuscana Pizzeria in Chennai dishes out
its version of paglia e fieno with a riggalie of chicken
heart, liver and gizzards simmered in a crème fraîche,
mushroom and wine vinegar sauce, Mumbai’s Serafina
does a vegetarian dish with it in a light tomato sauce
with basil, pannigiano cheese and a touch of cream.

Shaped, stuffed or flavoured, this new wave of 
pasta is slowly changing the way we in India look 
at something we once rather philistinely referred 
to as, well… macaroni! �

Italian restaurants across the country are celebrating 

regional, artisanal pastas giving the pedestrian penne

and mundane macaroni a miss 

● Bigoli: Similar to pici, bigoli too is a hand-rolled 

pasta. But unlike the whole pici, the knitting 

needle-thick bigoli has a hollowed out centre.  

Served at Tonino, New Delhi.

● Tagliolini: Just like a tagliatelle, a tagliolini is long

and cylindrical in shape, but not flat 

and ribbon-like as a tagliatelle is. 

Served at Olive Beach, Bangalore 

● Gnocchetti Sardi: The southern 

Italian version of gnocchi, gnocchetti Sardi

are smaller in shape than gnocchi and 

are made from durum wheat instead of

potato flour. 

Served at Two One Two Bar & Grill, Mumbai

● Garganelli: This Bologna specialty

might look just like a piece of cylindrical

penne, but it differs in that an envelope-

like horizontal flap is easily visible. 

Served at La Tagliatella, New Delhi.

● Capellino D'Angleo: Also known as ‘Angel Hair’ 

pasta, this pasta has a diameter between 0.78 and 0.8mm

and is a size exactly in-between vermicelli and spaghetti.

Served at Tuscana Pizzeria, Chennai

PASTA PERFECT

SIMILAR, BUT DIFFERENT… 

TAKING THE
TIKKA APART

KUNAL CHANDRA


